
Today’s healthcare system can be confusing and frustrating making 
you spend more than you need to.

HealthWallet was built with this problem in mind. We deploy a suite of best-in-class digital healthcare technology 
features to bring convenience and transparency to the already complex and confusing healthcare system. We 
put our members in control of their health costs. Through on-demand access to providers and the ability to 
understand the cost for prescriptions and medical procedures before they get them. We achieve all of this 
through one extremely user-friendly and cost-effective mobile app experience.

Unlimited access for only $17.00 a month.

Avoid the wait with MDLIVE. Members have 24/7 access to consult 
with a board-certified doctor by phone, secure video, or MDLIVE 
App— anytime, from anywhere. The average wait time less than 
10 minutes to see a state-licensed, board-certified physician 
averaging 15 years of practice experience and family members 
are also eligible to use this program!

VIRTUAL CARE

My Plan Info
A centralized location with current medical insurance 
plan design information, real-time deductible-utilization 
and the capacity to hold up to 15 electronic ID cards

TeleHealth
Unlimited access to a national network of licensed 
doctors via telephone or video chat, who can help to 
diagnose and even prescribe in real-time directly from 
your mobile device

User Engagement
Receive important reminders about plan updates, benefit 
changes, feature updates and tips on how to access 
cost-effective and convenient healthcare whenever you 
need it.

RX Market
Search for any prescription to see what the pharmacies 
around you are charging for the drug, The Rx Market 
has an embedded manufacturers discount code for 
prescription savings.

Medical Market
Now you can search for anything from an allergy shot 
to a cardiovascular bypass using the current location of 
your mobile device, and see what different facilities are 
charging

Text a Health Expert
Immediate and unlimited access to network of medical 
experts who are standing by via text waiting to lend 
their instant advice and medical opinions for those 
times when texting is your only option

This is not insurance - it is a subscription-based health services product

Sterling Seacrest Pritchard

*Spouse and dependents included



Today’s healthcare system can be confusing 
and frustrating making you spend more than 
you need to.
HealthWallet was built with this problem in mind. We deploy a 
suite of best-in-class digital healthcare technology features to 
bring convenience and transparency to the already complex and 
confusing healthcare system. We put our members in control of 
their health costs. Through on-demand access to providers and 
the ability to understand the cost for prescriptions and medical 
procedures before they get them. We achieve all of this through one 
extremely user-friendly and cost-effective mobile app experience.

Unlimited employee access for only $27.00 a month.

Avoid the wait with MDLIVE. Members have 24/7 access to consult 
with a board-certified doctor by phone, secure video, or MDLIVE 
App— anytime, from anywhere. The average wait time less than 
10 minutes to see a state-licensed, board-certified physician 
averaging 15 years of practice experience and family members 
are also eligible to use this program!

My Plan Info
A centralized location with current medical insurance 
plan design information, real-time deductible-
utilization and the capacity to hold up to 15 electronic 
ID cards

TeleHealth
Unlimited access to a national network of licensed 
doctors via telephone or video chat, who can help 
to diagnose and even prescribe in real-time directly 
from your mobile device

User Engagement
Receive important reminders about plan updates, 
benefit changes, feature updates and tips on how 
to access cost-effective and convenient healthcare 
whenever you need it.

RX Market
Search for any prescription to see what the 
pharmacies around you are charging for the drug, 
The Rx Market has an embedded manufacturers 
discount code for prescription savings.

Medical Market
Now you can search for anything from an allergy shot 
to a cardiovascular bypass using the current location 
of your mobile device, and see what different 
facilities are charging

Text a Health Expert
Immediate and unlimited access to network of 
medical experts who are standing by via text waiting 
to lend their instant advice and medical opinions for 
those times when texting is your only option

VIRTUAL CARE + RX

VaultRx Prescription Drug Plan
The VaultRx Prescription plan is a cash prescription plan setup 
without adding any transaction or administrative fees to the cost of 
the drug. Members have access to the preferred pricing. Additionally, 
the program provides members access to the following:

A preferred drug list offering over 200 drugs at no cost and 
over 600 for under $25. The preferred drug list organizes 
drugs by therapeutic class into 4 pricing tiers

- $0.00 (over 200 drugs at no cost)
- $10.00 (or less)
- $25.00 (or less – over 600 drugs for under $25)
- $50.00 (or less)

Non-preferred drugs are available at “no margin” 
pricing discounts.

*Based on actual member transactions between January 1, 2017 - present

VaultRx is a platform which supports group sponsored prescription drug benefit plans. Access to the benefit plans hosted on the 
VaultRx platform and any use of the VaultRx platform is restricted to designated groups and their eligible members. VaultRx is not 
intended for use related to programs that are made available to the general public.

This is not insurance - it is a subscription-based health services product

Sterling Seacrest Pritchard

*Spouse and dependents included



Unlimited Direct Primary Care*

• Unlimited doctor visits with a $10 visit fee
• Unlimited urgent care visits with a $25 fee
• Annual Physical1 with four labs complete metabolic 

panel (CMP), complete blood count (CBC), thyroid 
stimulating hormone (TSH), and liquid panel.

Unlimited access for only $75.00 a month.

Membership includes access to integrated DPC services such 
as unlimited primary and urgent care, Virtual DPC, wellness and 
chronic disease management.

Unlimited Chronic Disease Management*

Anxiety 
Arthritis
Asthma

Blood Pressure
CHF

COPD
Depression
Diabetes

Fibromyalgia
GERD
Gout

Hypertension
Thyroid

Unlimited treatment and management of 13 chronic 
disease rates for same $10 visit fee. 

Healthcare2U accepts pre-existing manageable 
ranges including:

Unlimited Virtual DPC

Unlimited access to bilingual licensed medical 
providers online or by phone 24/7/365 for minor 
illnesses and injuries at $0 out of pocket costs to 
members.

DIRECT PRIMARY CARE + RX

VaultRx Prescription Drug Plan

* No walk-ins allowed

1 Well-Woman pap smear pathology interpretation is not included. Annual Physicals are only 
available to members with six consecutive months of membership.

The VaultRx Prescription plan is a cash prescription plan setup 
without adding any transaction or administrative fees to the cost of 
the drug. Members have access to the preferred pricing. Additionally, 
the program provides members access to the following:

A preferred drug list offering over 200 drugs at no cost and 
over 600 for under $25. The preferred drug list organizes 
drugs by therapeutic class into 4 pricing tiers

- $0.00 (over 200 drugs at no cost)
- $10.00 (or less)
- $25.00 (or less – over 600 drugs for under $25)
- $50.00 (or less)

Non-preferred drugs are available at “no margin” 
pricing discounts.

VaultRx is a platform which supports group sponsored prescription drug benefit plans. Access to the benefit plans hosted on the 
VaultRx platform and any use of the VaultRx platform is restricted to designated groups and their eligible members. VaultRx is not 
intended for use related to programs that are made available to the general public.

This is not insurance - it is a subscription-based health services product

Sterling Seacrest Pritchard

*Also available for spouse/children at an additional cost.


